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Elletipi is a dynamic, modern 
company, defined by an 
international reach and skilled 
technological innovation. 
Over the decades, we 
have organized kitchens by 
continuously improving and 
perfecting our production 
processes, materials and 
cutting-edge product line. 
Founded in 1954 as a plastic 

molding company, we have 
always paid close attention 
to market changes and new 
design trends. Over the years, 
we shifted to specializing 
in the production of 
components for the kitchen, 
including: utensil organizers 
for kitchen drawers; built-in 
or freestanding organizers for 
under-sink kitchen drawers; 

recycling bins; and dish racks. 
Today, we are a market leader 
that distinguishes itself via 
our non-stop research and 
development of original 
technical solutions and 
innovative designs, which 
is carried out by our in-
house product-development 
team of skilled, specialized 
technicians.

Technology and Innovation 
for the Kitchen



Expertise that 
Makes a Difference

Enthusiastic and 
motivated by change

We are proud of our long heritage. We have been in 
business for almost 70 years — a lifespan for a single 
man, an enviable milestone for a company. 

We continue to expand without ever slackening the 
pace. We boast eleven highly efficient production 
lines; a variety of 65–1,110 ton molding presses; 
six automated assembly lines; an cutting-edge, 
lean approach to management; and a non-stop 
commitment to research and development.

Practical, minimalist, functional and elegant: our 
space-saving kitchen solutions make a difference by 
creating a pleasant user experience.

The entire Elletipi staff is driven by enthusiasm, 
motivation and an enterprising team spirit. Our 
dynamic, highly skilled experts take on new 
challenges, transforming objectives into successful 
results.

Thanks to an efficient, reliable workforce, we meet 
market demands with an extremely competitive 
approach. Our partners appreciate our daily 
commitment to innovate production and update 
products, along with our excellent customer service 
and the speed with which we respond to client 
demands. Elletipi’s attitude to change and evolution 
makes it a safe, trustworthy partner — always!
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Philosophy, vision and mission

With Elletipi,
everything’s 
easier!
For decades, Elletipi has been 
meeting the needs of Italians, by 
observing the changes in their 
daily routines in the heart of any 
home — the kitchen. Even a basic 
accessory, such as a trash can, 
dish rack or utensil tray, reflects a 
unique approach to daily life.

The kitchen is not only a place 
for cooking, but also a place for 
coming together and bonding 
over food and conversation. 
Elletipi is always there to help 
you logically organize your 
kitchen space and increase its 
functionality. 

With our accessories, 
everything is easier!

Our mission is to meticulously design elegant, clean-styled accessories 
that you can’t live without, which are simple, functional, easy to use and 
pleasantly practical.

Our core values are scored during every business assessment. 
All partnerships are based off honest, transparent, mutually beneficial 
relationships, defined by a shared purpose. We are also dedicated to:

Design & Quality 
Made-in-Italy research and design are fundamental tools ensuring that 
simple household objects are both attractive and functional.
Innovation
We don’t take anything for granted; this is the only way we can create 
the foundations for building a yet-to-be-imagined future.
Competitiveness 
The company’s bold approach, determination and ability for creative 
problem solving allows us to bring high-quality, Italian-designed, 
everyday household products to the global market.
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Research & Development

Innovation for the Kitchen
Elletipi’s main strength is that our space-saving kitchen products are 
entirely — and proudly — designed and manufactured in Italy.

We allocate a large part of our resources to our Research and 
Development team, with the declared aim of discovering innovative 
solutions and producing a high-tech range of products. This is possible 
thanks to investments in engineering, as well as a commitment to 
cutting-edge R&D.

The R&D department is the company’s driving force. Our innovative 
approach conceives new solutions, as well as state-of-the-art products 
that improve efficiency. The objective of all our investments is to: excel 
at meeting markets needs and demands; develop next-generation 
products; increasing the ergonomic design and ease of use of existing 
products; and create machines and facilities that streamline production.
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Why choose Elletipi?

Because you can feel Elletipi quality with your own 
hands. For us, quality means designing a functional 
product that fully responds to the needs of the end 
user. By focusing on consumer demands, we can 
provide effective solutions to a large array of users, and 
thereby connect with and improve people’s lives, day 
after day. Quality is a fundamental part of our design 
process and product line, as well as our commercial 
partnerships, customer service, management 
approach and response to client requests.

Because Elletipi has a highly efficient organizational 
structure with eleven production lines that produce 
roughly 1,200,000 tons of polymer molds a year. Our 
facilities contain presses that can handle between 
65–1,110 tons each. Thanks to our lean approach, our 
six assembly lines can manage a variety of workloads 
in an efficient, effective manner. We also have a mold 
warehouse and top-notch customer service.

Because we are a future-oriented company carrying 
out sustainable projects, such as our system for the 
recovery and recycling of plastic waste materials. 
We have invested in installing and implementing a 
cutting-edge adiabatic system in our production 
facility to optimize energy consumption. This is 
flanked by a self-generating energy production unit 
powered by a next-generation, 800 kw photovoltaic 
system. We also take great care to reduce and 
properly dispose of waste.

Because Elletipi developed its manufacturing 
processes according to the recent paradigm 
of Industry 4.0, along with a lean approach to 
management. For years, we have been implementing 
automated industrial procedures and new 
technologies. Our aim is to improve working 
conditions, and create new business models, as well 
as increase productivity and quality in our facilities.
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Elletipi’s vast range of trash cans offers innovative solutions addressing the problem of daily waste management 
and recycling within kitchen units. Our flexible, entirely modular systems can be used inside various-sized 
cabinets to optimize space to its greatest potential. These multi-functional designs can be used not only for 
trash, but to organize other household items, such as cleaning products. They are easy to assemble and simple 
to use, and their minimalist designs are available in vast array of materials and finishes.

Built-In Trash Cans

Strong and durable Easy to clean Completely modular
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BUILT-IN PULL-OUT TRASH CANS

Block 2.0
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A range of Large and Very Large 
Capacity bins for separate waste 
collection. An extremely solid 
structure made of galvanized 
steel components painted with 
Epoxy powder, and Fiberglass 
connectors equipped with 
Hettich full extension soft-closing 
sliders. This system maximizes 
the available space for very large 
capacity solutions in standard 
kitchen bases and in shallow 
cabinets. Block 2.0 is also suitable 
for under sink bases. 

This product is designed for 
quick and easy installation, it has 
a practical 3D door adjustment 
system that guarantees maximum 
precision. 
The housing space for the bins 
is characterized by a deep-
drawn profile that strengthens 
the structure and makes it 
more attractive. The metal shelf 
(optional) can be used as a fixed 
lid or eventually as a simple shelf.

FEATURES
• Single block structure 

manufactured in steel sheets 
painted with Epoxy powder

• Fiberglass reinforced Nylon 
supports equipped with  
Hettich V6 total extraction  
and soft-closing sliders

• Deep-drawn profile  
for container housing

• Bins are available in several 
sizes: 12, 35, or 86 liters (total 
capacity up to 86 liters)

• Compatible with 16, 18 and  
19 mm panel thicknesses

• To be fixed directly on  
the front door

• The accessory acts as a shelf for 
objects or as a fixed cover

• Easy to assemble and clean
• 3D door adjustment



Simple and quick

3D door adjustment

Bins are available 
in several sizes 
(total capacity 
up to 86 liters)

Fiberglass reinforced Nylon supports 
equipped with full extraction  
soft-closing metal sliders
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H D

W

H: 21 1/16” (535 mm)
D: 18 13/16” (478 mm)
W: 10 6/16” (263 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 37 
Capacity (lt): 35 
Finish:
Galvanized metal sheet RAL7012
Plastics RAL7012

PBR A4730A_AM
H: 1 3/16” (30 mm)
D: 18 13/16” (478 mm)
W: 10 4/16” (261 mm) 
Finish: 
Galvanized metal sheet RAL7012

PBR C4730_AM

H: 1 3/16” (30 mm)
D: 18 13/16” (478 mm)
W: 16 3/16” (411 mm) 
Finish:
Galvanized metal sheet RAL7012

H: 21 1/16” (535 mm)
D: 18 13/16” (478 mm)
W: 16 4/16” (413 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 37+37 
Capacity (lt): 35+35 
Finish:
Galvanized metal sheet RAL7012 
Plastics RAL7012

PBR C4745_AMPBR A4745A_AM

H: 21 1/16” (535 mm)
D: 18 13/16” (478 mm)
W: 22 3/16” (563 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 37+37+8+8 
Capacity (lt): 35+35+8+8 
Finish: 
Galvanized metal sheet RAL7012
Plastics RAL7012

H: 1 3/16” (30 mm)
D: 18 13/16” (478 mm)
W: 22 1/16” (561 mm) 
Finish: 
Galvanized metal sheet RAL7012

PBR A4760A_AM PBR C4760_AM

Standard features

Soft-closing metal slidersTotal extraction Regenerable filter (PBR A4760A_AM only)

132022 CATALOG

Manual 3D adjustment system with eccentric pins for excellent positioning 
and horizontal, vertical and lateral adjustment of the door to the cabinet.

Screw and serrated safety washer to fix the position 
and stability of the same in time.

Connection of the door to the structure using a metal bracket 
and 4 wood screws per side.



BUILT-IN PULL-OUT TRASH CANS

Block 2.0 U-Top
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A wide range of products to 
separate waste, allowing you to 
place the containers under the 
kitchen worktop to facilitate waste 
handling.
The complete system consists of 
a single epoxy powder painted 
galvanized steel structure, 
equipped with Hettich V6 full 
extension soft-closing sliders. The 
container setting is characterized 
by a deep drawn profile which 
reinforces the structure and gives 
it a “final touch”. The Block U Top 
2.0 makes it possible to optimize 
the internal space of the cabinet 
even in a base of 30. The lower 
empty part might be used with 
an additional drawer that can 
eventually contain other buckets 
or can be used to house any other 
household items, as you prefer. 

FEATURES
• Structure in a single galvanized 

steel frame with an epoxy 
powder painted finish

• The side supports are made of 
Fiberglass reinforced Nylon and 
equipped with Hettich V6 full 
extension soft-closing sliders

• Container housing consisting 
of a characteristic deep-drawn 
profile

• Available for 30 and 40 kitchen 
cabinets

• Fully recyclable polypropylene 
containers from 6 to 15 liters

• All kits are equipped with lids 
and one of them has an  
odor-eating filter (regenerable 
by washing up to 50 times)

• Simple installation
• Easy to clean
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Simple installation and easy to clean

Fully recyclable polypropylene 
containers from 10 to 15 liters

Available for 30 and 40 
kitchen cabinets

Fiberglass reinforced Nylon supports 
equipped with full extraction  
soft-closing metal sliders



H: 11 4/16” (285 mm)
D: 18 13/16” (478 mm)
W: 10 6/16” (263 mm)
Capacity (qt): 11+11 
Capacity (lt): 10+10 
Finish: 
Galvanized metal sheet RAL7012
Plastics RAL7012

PBR B4730A_AM
H: 11 4/16” (285 mm)
D: 18 13/16” (478 mm)
W: 14 5/16” (363 mm)
Capacity (qt): 16+16 
Capacity (lt): 15+15 
Finish: 
Galvanized metal sheet RAL7012
Plastics RAL7012

PBR B4740A_AM

H D

W

Standard features

Soft-closing metal slidersTotal extraction
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BUILT-IN PULL-OUT TRASH CANS

Square 2.0
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Large Capacity waste bin product 
line for waste separation to be 
installed in drawers and fastened 
to the door front. This system 
consists of an epoxy powder 
painted metal galvanized steel 
frame that can be perfectly 
integrated in BLUM® Tandembox 
Intivo/Antaro Version (M drawer), 
replacing the normal melamine 
bottom of the drawer. This system 
makes it possible to organize 
waste separation in dedicated 
kitchen bases and to optimize the 
available space. The container is 
characterized by a deep-drawn 
profile which strengthens the 
structure and gives it a clean line.

FEATURES
• The structure is made of epoxy 

powder painted galvanized steel 
sheet produced in a single block

• The bin location is finished with 
a deep-drawn profile

• The system provides fixing to 
the front door with optional 
adjustment

• The interior bins are made of 
polypropylene ranging from 24 
to 35 liters (total capacity up to 
70 liters). All our products are 
recyclable

• All the waste bins have a lid with 
an anti odor filter (regenerable 
by washing up to 50 times).

• Easy installation
• Easy to clean

THE FRAME CAN ALSO BE MADE FOR 
HETTCH AND GRASS UPON REQUEST

Frame for BLUM® Tandembox Intivo/Antaro Version (M drawer)
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Single block in epoxy powder 
painted steel galvanized sheetThe frame replaces the bottom panel of the drawer

Frame for BLUM® Tandembox Intivo/Antaro Version (M drawer)

The bin location is finished
with a deep-drawn profile
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H: 17 5/16” (440 mm)
D: 18 14/16” (480 mm)
W: 13 6/16” (340 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 25+25 
Capacity (lt): 24+24
Finish: 
Galvanized metal sheet RAL7012 
Plastics RAL7012

PA3 INC5045B_AM
H: 20 14/16” (530 mm)
D: 18 14/16” (480 mm)
W: 19 5/16” (490 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 37+37 
Capacity (lt): 35+35
Finish: 
Galvanized metal sheet RAL7012 
Plastics RAL7012

PA3 INC5060F_AM

Standard features

Total extraction Regenerable filter Resin-coated labels

H D

W

FOR BLUM® INTIVO/ANTARO DRAWER
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MANUAL-OPENING PULL-OUT TRASH CANS

Ecofil
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Line of built in waste bin systems 
for waste separation made of 
chrome plated steel wire. This is 
a basic product, but at the same 
time it is extremely resistant, 
durable and with an excellent 
quality/price ratio. It offers a wide 
range of solutions thanks to the 
use of the Cover Box containers.

FEATURES
• The frame is made of recyclable 

chromed steel wire
• Full extension ball bearing 

sliders
• It can be supplied in several 

different widths, heights  
and depths

• Strong and durable
• Versatile and space-saving 

(thanks to the simple metal 
frame without an exterior shell)

• Easy installation with only  
4 screws

• Easy to clean

Water-resistant multicolored resin labels, 
that can be applied on the lids

Structure in chrome metal wire, and total extraction ball bearing 
sliders. Plastic shoes to fasten to the base of the cabinet
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24

Easy to assemble with 4 screws

Easy to clean containers

Full extraction sliders

Available in various 
heights, widths 
and depths

Chromed steel wire



Standard features

Total extraction

H D

W
Metal sliders Resin-coated labels

H: 14 3/16” (360 mm)
D: 17 11/16” (450 mm)
W: 11 13/16” (300 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 13+13+13 
Capacity (lt): 12+12+12 
Finish: Wire chrome steel 
Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

PF01 34B4_AM

H: 14 3/16” (360 mm)
D: 17 11/16” (450 mm)
W: 9 1/16” (230 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 13+13 
Capacity (lt): 12+12 
Finish: Wire chrome steel 
Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

PF01 34A2_AM

H: 14 3/16” (360 mm)
D: 17 11/16” (450 mm)
W: 11 13/16” (300 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19+19 
Capacity (lt): 18+18 
Finish: Wire chrome steel 
Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

PF01 34B2_AM

H: 22 1/16” (560 mm)
D: 19 5/16” (490 mm)
W: 15 6/16” (390 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 37+37 
Capacity (lt): 35+35  
Finish: Wire chrome steel 
Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

PF01 53A2_AM

H: 18 2/16” (460 mm)
D: 17 11/16” (450 mm)
W: 11 13/16” (300 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 25+25 
Capacity (lt): 24+24  
Finish: Wire chrome steel 
Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

PF01 44B2_AM
H: 22 1/16” (560 mm)
D: 19 5/16” (490 mm)
W: 12 3/16” (310 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 31+31 
Capacity (lt): 29+29  
Finish: Wire chrome steel 
Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

PF01 53B2_AM

H: 14 3/16” (360 mm)
D: 16 2/16” (410 mm)
W: 9 1/16” (230 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19 
Capacity (lt): 18  
Finish: Wire chrome steel 
Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

PF01 34C1_AM
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MANUAL-OPENING PULL-OUT TRASH CANS

City
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A unique system for complete 
separate waste removal, with an 
original design.
Careful study of the design and 
shapes to make a product that is 
totally ergonomic and easy to use, 
developed in collaboration with 
“Lineaguida”.

FEATURES
• Fully recyclable plastic product
• Full extraction ball bearing 

sliders
• A unique hatch with a flap to 

dispose of small waste
• The upper shelf can be used 

to store objects (detergents, 
sponges, etc.)

• All the bins have a bucket and a 
lid with an odor filter (which can 
be regenerated by washing for 
up to 50 times)

• Space saving shaped side
• Easy to assemble with just  

4 screws

A hatch that flips open  
for the disposal of small waste

Space saving shaped sides Upper tray to hold objects
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Upper shelf to hold objects
A hatch that flips open  
for the disposal of small waste

Space saving shaped side Support ready for fitting Full extraction ball bearing sliders

Lid with an anti-odor filter that can be regenerated
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H: 17 5/16” (440 mm)
D: 16 9/16” (420 mm)
W: 11” (280 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19 
Capacity (lt): 18 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey

PTA 3040B_AM
H: 17 5/16” (440 mm)
D: 18 8/16” (470 mm)
W: 11” (280 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 13+13 
Capacity (lt): 12+12 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey

PTA 3045B_AM

H: 17 5/16” (440 mm)
D: 18 8/16” (470 mm)
W: 13 12/16” (350 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19+8+8 
Capacity (lt): 18+8+8 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey

PTA 4045A_AM

Standard features

Metal sliders Regenerable filterTotal extraction Resin-coated labels

H D

W
Automatic lid opening

Available in 2 widths
                                 and 2 depths

H: 17 5/16” (440 mm)
D: 18 8/16” (470 mm)
W: 13 12/16” (350 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19+19 
Capacity (lt): 18+18 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey

PTA 4045B_AM
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MANUAL-OPENING PULL-OUT TRASH CANS

Street 2.0
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Front Extraction system in 
polished stainless steel AISI 430 
for waste separation. Minimalist 
linear design, created with 
utmost care in both technical and 
aesthetic details for the top of the 
range Elletipi product.

FEATURES
• Fully recyclable stainless steel 

product
• Total extraction soft-closing 

metal ball bearing sliders
• All the waste bins have a lid with 

an anti odor filter (regenerable 
by washing up to 50 times)

• Robust internal structure in white 
painted galvanized steel sheet

• Front door boxed
• Easy installation with only  

4 screws
• Easy to clean

Front door boxedRobust internal structure in white 
galvanized steel sheet

An elegant and refined product  
with a linear design
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Structure in stainless steel

Lid with anti odor filter

Front door box made with precision finishes

Fully extractable concealed 
soft-closing metal sliders
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Standard features

Total extraction Soft-closing 
metal sliders Regenerable filter Resin-coated labels

H D

W

H: 15 12/16” (400 mm)
D: 11 13/16” (300 mm)
W: 13” (330 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19 
Capacity (lt): 18 
Finish: Stainless steel

PA2 INL423033A_AM
H: 15 12/16” (400 mm)
D: 11 13/16” (300 mm)
W: 13” (330 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 8+8 
Capacity (lt): 8+8 
Finish: Stainless steel

PA2 INL423033B_AM

H: 15 12/16” (400 mm)
D: 18 14/16” (480 mm)
W: 13” (330 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19+8+8 
Capacity (lt): 18+8+8 
Finish: Stainless steel

H: 15 12/16” (400 mm)
D: 18 14/16” (480 mm)
W: 10 4/16” (260 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19+8 
Capacity (lt): 18+8 
Finish: Stainless steel

PA2 INL424833A_AMPA2 INL424826B_AM

H: 15 12/16” (400 mm)
D: 18 14/16” (480 mm)
W: 13” (330 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19+19 
Capacity (lt): 18+18 
Finish: Stainless steel

PA2 INL424833B_AM
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MANUAL-OPENING PULL-OUT TRASH CANS

Tower
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A waste bin product line for the 
separate collection of waste with 
an extractable basket. Lid opens 
automatically when the bin is 
pulled out.
Wide range of finishes: plastic, 
stainless steel, and aluminum.

FEATURES
• Product made of fully recyclable 

materials
• Full extraction Nylon sliders
• Easy to assemble with only  

4 screws
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Automatic opening

Removable bucket

Pull out handle

Stainless steel or 
aluminum finish

Reinforced Nylon structure

Full extension Nylon sliders
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Standard features

Nylon slidersTotal extraction

H D

W
Automatic lid opening

H: 16 2/16” (410 mm)
D: 18 2/16” (460 mm)
W: 9 13/16” (250 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 17+11 
Capacity (lt): 16+10 
Finish: Stainless steel 
Thermoplastic grey

H: 15 9/16” (395 mm)
D: 16 2/16” (410 mm)
W: 9 13/16” (250 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 18 
Capacity (lt): 17 
Finish: Stainless steel 
Thermoplastic grey

PAI605/1_AM

PAI609/1_AM

H: 16 2/16” (410 mm)
D: 18 2/16” (460 mm)
W: 9 13/16” (250 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 17+11 
Capacity (lt): 16+10 
Finish: Aluminum 
Thermoplastic grey

H: 15 9/16” (395 mm)
D: 16 2/16” (410 mm)
W: 9 13/16” (250 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 18 
Capacity (lt): 17 
Finish: Aluminum 
Thermoplastic grey

PAL605/1ALL._AM

PAL609/1ALL._AM
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DOOR-MOUNTED TRASH CANS

Swing 2.0
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The Automatic Opening with 
the door is an innovative system 
that allows the container to be 
sealed. It is completely made of 
Polypropylene and Fiberglass 
reinforced Nylon, and it is 
functional and extremely solid 
and durable over time. A basic 
product with minimal design, the 
result of an analysis in response 
to the demands of retailers and 
end customers. Designed to put 
the weight of the container on 
the kitchen base wall instead of 
the door, so it will not damage 
the door in time. The system can 
be mounted either on the right 
or left of the base, or one on top 
of the other. It is available with 
18 and 24 liter bins, and can be 
subdivided further into a waste 
separation system within a single 
container, due to their intrinsic 
characteristics.

FEATURES
• Robust rotating bucket support 

made of reinforced nylon
• Automatic lid opening and 

closing by opening the door
• Available for containers with a 

capacity of 24 and 18 liters
• Available on both the right and 

left sides of the kitchen base
• Suitable for all hinges (allows 

maximum opening)

Automatic openingNylon support
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Automatic lid opening and closing by opening the door

Robust rotating bucket support 
made of reinforced nylon

Available for containers with a capacity 
of 24 and 18 liters
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H: 18 2/16” (460 mm)
D: 11” (280 mm)
W: 14 3/16” (360 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 25 
Capacity (lt): 24 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

H: 14 3/16” (360 mm)
D: 11” (280 mm)
W: 14 3/16” (360 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19 
Capacity (lt): 18 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

PBN ASG44_AM PBN ASG34_AM
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DOOR-MOUNTED TRASH CANS

Easy
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H: 17 11/16” (450 mm)
D: 9 1/16” (230 mm)
W: 11 13/16” (300 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 25 
Capacity (lt): 24 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

H: 13 12/16” (350 mm)
D: 9 1/16” (230 mm)
W: 11 13/16” (300 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 19 
Capacity (lt): 18 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

PBD SA SG44_AM C97 M08 PBD SA SG34_AM C97 M08

Simple and economic large capacity waste bin 
product line. The stainless steel support is fixed 
directly on the inside of the door, where it is also 
possible to hook on the containers of the Cover Box 
series.

FEATURES
• Completely recyclable stainless steel support
• Bins are made of completely recyclable 

thermoplastic polypropylene of 15, 18 and 24 liters
• When necessary, the containers allow the insertion 

of two inner bags in a single container
• Easy installation with only 2 screws
• Easy to clean

Stainless steel support

Plastic lid

Incision for the eventual 
insertion of 2 bags

Handles for extraction and to 
block the bags
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DOOR-MOUNTED TRASH CANS

Ring

44



Round dust bins mounted directly 
on the side of the cabinet.

FEATURES
• The lid opens automatically 

when the door is opened
• Available in polished steel finish, 

plastic or checkered aluminum 
(in white, sand, and grey)

• Easy to assemble
• 10 or 12 liter capacity round bins
• Can be mounted on the right or 

left side

Checkered aluminumPlastic Stainless steel
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Automatic lid opening

Checkered aluminum, stainless steel, or plastic finishes

Can be mounted on the right or left side

10 L or 12 L capacity

Quick assembly with 8 screws
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Standard features H D

W
Automatic lid opening

H: 12 10/16” (320 mm)
D: 10 10/16” (270 mm)
W: 10 10/16” (270 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 11 
Capacity (lt): 10 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey

PP602/1_AM C10
H: 12 10/16” (320 mm)
D: 10 10/16” (270 mm)
W: 10 10/16” (270 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 11 
Capacity (lt): 10 
Finish: Stainless steel 
Thermoplastic grey

PPI607/1_AM C10

H: 12 10/16” (320 mm)
D: 10 10/16” (270 mm)
W: 10 10/16” (270 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 11 
Capacity (lt): 10 
Finish: Aluminum 
Thermoplastic grey

H: 14 9/16” (370 mm)
D: 10 10/16” (270 mm)
W: 10 10/16” (270 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 13 
Capacity (lt): 12 
Finish: Stainless steel 
Thermoplastic grey

PPI607/1ALL._AM C10PPI607/1 12L_AM C10

H: 14 9/16” (370 mm)
D: 10 10/16” (270 mm)
W: 10 10/16” (270 mm) 
Capacity (qt): 13 
Capacity (lt): 12 
Finish: Aluminum 
Thermoplastic grey

PPI607/1ALL. 12L _AM C10
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Elletipi under-sink kitchen-drawer organizers are the perfect solution to organize the space beneath your sink. 
This multi-use, built-in organizer is available for use with all major brands of under-sink kitchen drawers. Made 
from quality materials, such as aluminum and ABS.

Under-Sink Kitchen-Drawer Organizers

Perfect for organizing Quality materials Available for use with all major brands
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It is equipped of plastic aluminum trays
and can be positioned as needed

This product is supplied unassembled (assembles in 
minutes) resulting in significant savings in logistics

The structure integrates fully in the 
appropriate space (16mm) of the drawer

It can be quickly extruded 
(for special sizes for 
"oversize" bases)

Featuring a PATENTED structure in Alu Plast

Available for all popular brands 
of drawers

It has a minimalist elegant design
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UNDER-SINK KITCHEN-DRAWER ORGANIZERS

Freeform
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H: 2 15/16” (75 mm)
D: 18 11/16” (474 mm)
W: 32 1/16” (814 mm) 
Finish: Aluminum 
Thermoplastic grey 
RAL7012/white

H: 2 15/16” (75 mm)
D: 18 11/16” (474 mm)
W: 20 4/16” (514 mm) 
Finish: Aluminum 
Thermoplastic grey 
RAL7012/white

PBL C1A 09M18 A_AM C97

PBL C1A 06M18 A_AM C97
H: 2 15/16” (75 mm)
D: 18 11/16” (474 mm)
W: 28 2/16” (714 mm) 
Finish: Aluminum 
Thermoplastic grey 
RAL7012/white

PBL C1A 08M18 A_AM C97

The ideal solution to organize the space in the top of 
the under-sink drawer.
It has a minimalist elegant design and can be custom 
finished (aluminum or painted steel or stainless steel, 
colored plastics).

FEATURES
• Featuring a PATENTED structure in Alu Plast
• The structure integrates fully in the appropriate 

space (16mm) of the drawer
• It is complete with plastic aluminum trays and 

can be positioned as needed
• Easy to clean
• It has a minimalist elegant design
• It is supplied unassembled (assembles in minutes) 

resulting in significant savings in logistics
• It can be quickly extruded (for special  sizes for 

"oversize" bases)
• For Blum Intivo/Antaro drawers
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Elletipi Dish-rack systems respond to all needs when it comes to organizing plates, glasses, pots and lids inside 
a kitchen unit. All dish racks come with a drip tray. They are available in a wide range of materials and finishes, 
and can adapt to any cabinet to hold as much kitchenware as possible, so you can take the items directly from 
the storage to the table.

Dish Racks

All dish racks are supplied with a drip tray There are a wide variety of sizes, materials, 
and finishes

Organizing plates, glasses, pots and lids
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H: 2 2/16” (70 mm)
D: 18 9/16” (472 mm)
W: 31 14/16” (810 mm) 
Finish: Stainless steel

H: 2 2/16” (70 mm)
D: 18 9/16” (472 mm)
W: 14 3/16” (360 mm) 
Finish: Stainless steel

I500 X090_AM

I500 X045_AM
H: 2 2/16” (70 mm)
D: 18 9/16” (472 mm)
W: 20 1/16” (510 mm) 
Finish: Stainless steel

I500 X060_AM

Wizard X
A sophisticated housing system for plates and dishes 
made of stainless steel AISI 304, composed of a 
drip tray in welded brushed steel with a plate rack, 
a pan rack in chrome steel wire and a perforated 
glass tray (which can be used also to carry items from 
the drawers to the table). Minimal lines and noble 
materials for a top product.

FEATURES
• Welded and brushed stainless steel  

AISI 304 drip tray
• Plate rack and lid holder accessories  

made of steel wire AISI 304
• Perforated service tray with rubber supports  

on the wire legs
• Easy installation
• Easy to clean

Perforated service tray

Plate rack / lid holder

Plate rack / lid holder
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A simple waste bucket or an Elletipi freestanding, well-designed trash can that combines form and function?
Our durable, freestanding trash cans come in a wide array of sizes and volumes — from compact models to 
extra-large styles. Choose between classic designs or modular, multi-functional trash cans. Control odors 
by closing your trash can with an optional filtered lid, and keep your recycling organized with our line of 
color-coded resin stickers.

Freestanding Trash Cans

Minimalist design Multi-function handles system Completely modular
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FREESTANDING TRASH CANS

Cover Box
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Incisions in the center for the insertion of two bags

Completely recyclable plastic

“Multi-function” handles

The result of long term studies 
and continuous research for the 
best balance between aesthetics 
and functionality, attention to 
detail and sturdiness are the 
features of our Coverbox buckets. 
(designed by “Lineaguida”).

FEATURES
• Completely recyclable plastic.
• Incisions in the center to allow 

the insertion of two bags per 
bucket.

• The “multi-function” handles 
system is available in several 
colors, and it allows you to 
take hold of the bucket without 
removing the lid. It also blocks 
the bags.

• They are produced in different 
sizes: 5 options for height and 3 
for width.

• May be supplied with a simple 
lid or one with an odor filter 
(which can be regenerated by 
washing for up to 50 times).

5 sizes in height, 3 in width
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H: 20 14/16” (530 mm)
D: 8 14/16” (225 mm)
W: 14 9/16” (370 mm)
Capacity (qt): 37 
Capacity (lt): 35 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012
Handle: Plastic

PTM SE53 C97 M08
H: 20 14/16” (530 mm)
D: 8 14/16” (225 mm)
W: 14 9/16” (370 mm) 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

STA PT CE C97

Anti-odor filter that can be regenerated by washing it by hand 
or machine every 3-5 months for up to 20 times

The “multi-function” handles system is available in various 
colors, and it allows you to take hold of the bucket without 
removing the lid. It also blocks the bags

Incisions in the center to allow the insertion of two bags 
per bucket

Water-resistant multicolored resin labels, optional and 
applicable on the cover box lids
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H: 13 6/16” (340 mm)
D: 5 14/16” (150 mm)
W: 11 13/16” (300 mm)
Capacity (qt): 13 
Capacity (lt): 12 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012
Handle: Plastic

PTM SS34 C97 M08
H: 13/16” (20 mm)
D: 5 8/16” (140 mm)
W: 11 7/16” (290 mm) 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

STA PT CS C97

H: 13 6/16” (340 mm)
D: 8 14/16” (225 mm)
W: 11 13/16” (300 mm)
Capacity (qt): 19 
Capacity (lt): 18 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012
Handle: Plastic

H: 17 5/16” (440 mm)
D: 8 14/16” (225 mm)
W: 11 13/16” (300 mm)
Capacity (qt): 25 
Capacity (lt): 24 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012
Handle: Plastic

H: 13 6/16” (340 mm)
D: 8 14/16” (225 mm)
W: 8 14/16” (225 mm)
Capacity (qt): 13 
Capacity (lt): 12 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

PTM SG34 C97 M08

PTM SG44 C97 M08

PTM SM34 C97 M08

H: 13/16” (20 mm)
D: 8 7/16” (215 mm)
W: 11 7/16” (290 mm) 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

H: 13/16” (20 mm)
D: 8 7/16” (215 mm)
W: 11 7/16” (290 mm) 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

STA PT CG C97

STA PT CG C97

H: 13/16” (20 mm)
D: 8 7/16” (215 mm)
W: 8 7/16” (215 mm) 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

STA PT CM C97

H: 13 6/16” (340 mm)
D: 5 14/16” (150 mm)
W: 8 14/16” (225 mm)
Capacity (qt): 8 
Capacity (lt): 8 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012
Handle: Plastic

PTM SP34 C97 M08
H: 13/16” (20 mm)
D: 5 8/16” (140 mm)
W: 8 11/16” (215 mm) 
Finish: Thermoplastic grey RAL7012

STA PT CP C97
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FREESTANDING TRASH CANS

Bag Box

H: 13 9/16” (345 mm)
D: 8 11/16” (220 mm)
W: 10 4/16” (260 mm)
Capacity (qt): 17 
Capacity (lt): 16 
Finish: Thermoplastic white
Handle: Metal

SECCHIO ECO G C01
H: 13 9/16” (345 mm)
D: 8 11/16” (220 mm)
W: 6 5/16” (160 mm)
Capacity (qt): 11 
Capacity (lt): 10 
Finish: Thermoplastic green
Handle: Metal

SECCHIO ECO P C43

H: 11 7/16” (290 mm)
D: 9 7/16” (240 mm)
Capacity (qt): 11 
Capacity (lt): 10 
Finish: Thermoplastic black
Handle: Plastic

H: 13 12/16” (350 mm)
D: 10 10/16” (270 mm)
W: 9 7/16” (240 mm)
Capacity (qt): 18 
Capacity (lt): 17 
Finish: Thermoplastic black
Handle: Metal

SECCHIO ROT1-1ASECCHIO RETT.

H: 13 6/16” (340 mm)
D: 9 7/16” (240 mm)
Capacity (qt): 13 
Capacity (lt): 12 
Finish: Thermoplastic black
Handle: Plastic

SECCHIOROT2BIS3
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Elletipi Inc.

 30 Chapin Road - Suite 1205
Pine Brook, NJ 07058 - USA 

  Phone:  +1 973-315-8440
info@elletipiusa.com
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